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The global economy is on track to deliver economic growth of 3.3% for 2012 with a slight uptick in growth anticipated in 2013 to 3.6%. 

The slower than initially anticipated economic growth rate was driven largely by weakness in Europe as well as a faster than expected 

cooling off in major developing markets such as China. Europe is anticipated to remain challenging for years to come as the austerity 

measures being implemented to address the high debt and fiscal deficits will take time. In the interim, these measures together with 

restrained access to credit for consumers will impact the rate of economic growth in Europe over the next few years. The major 

surprise for 2012 was the rate at which China had slowed down during the first half. There has been some improvement in recent 

months with positive momentum noted in exports and infrastructure spending. In addition, the Chinese authorities have become 

more flexible around monetary policy during the past year with rate cuts and easing of reserve requirements for banks. The US has 

seen an improvement in the key areas such as the housing market as well as the financial health of the consumer and we can expect 

the US to deliver stable economic growth for 2013 with the potential to surprise on the upside.
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The Oasis Crescent Global Medium Equity Balanced Fund is a specialist, worldwide asset allocation portfolio. The objective 

of the fund is to achieve medium to long-term growth of capital and income by investing on a global basis in securities 

that are ethically, morally and Shari’ah compliant. This objective is to be achieved by investing the Sub-Fund’s Net Assets 

in a broadly diversified and balanced mixture of global securities. The range of investments will be allocated in the asset 

classes of equity, property and income. 

Fund Manager  Adam Ebrahim Min. Initial Investment               USD 5000

Launch Date 29 February 2012 Min. Additional Investment     USD 1000

Risk Profile Medium Fund Size USD 6.96 million   

Total Expense Ratio 2.07% 
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Global equity markets have been relatively buoyant in 2012 despite the economic challenges faced by the developed world. 

Investor optimism through 2012 has largely been driven by central banks’ commitment to maintaining historically low interest rates 

and providing ample liquidity for the capital markets. In our view, while stimulatory measures have provided impetus to equity market 

performance, structural issues around sovereign debt in the developed world remain unresolved. Austerity in Europe and fiscal 

pressures in the US could still potentially lead to a drag on economic growth going forward as these economies unwind their past 

excesses. However, while macro uncertainties persist, global markets are generally trading at a discount to their long-term average 

valuations allowing for some investor comfort. Furthermore, our relative optimism for global equities stems from the fact that while 

governments globally are struggling to manage their finances, high quality large-cap companies, which have distinct competitive 

advantages, have continued to churn out strong cash flows and further strengthened their balance sheets. Given a relatively volatile 

and uncertain macro environment, we remain firm in our investment philosophy of investing in companies which have sustainable 

competitive advantages in the form of a well diversified geographic exposure, strong brands, relatively low position on the cost-curve, 

strong balance sheets and the ability to deliver a sustainably high level of ROE through the economic cycle. We feel confident that 

this strategy will deliver real wealth creation over the long-term while minimizing portfolio volatility.

We have seen the operating outperformance gap and property valuation gap of prime property and prime Real Estate Investment 

Trusts (REITS) relative to secondary quality opening up further during 2012. Prime quality REITS are benefiting from their competitive 

advantages which include their preferred landlord status with international corporates and retailers and are therefore delivering 

stronger operational results and cash flows relative to their second and third tier peers in a tough global economic environment. In 

addition they are using their competitive advantage of being the preferred landlord due to their premium locations to continue 

improving tenant mix and increasing rental. They are also using their ability to raise equity and debt capital at historic low costs due 

to investor demand for quality issuers and to utilize this capital for accretive acquisitions and extensions to their best located properties. 

Global REIT income yields remain very attractive relative to bond and cash yields and the Oasis Crescent Global Property Equity 

Fund continues to take advantage of these opportunities with the average cash flow yield of the fund at 6.6% and the dividend 

yield of 5.8% being extremely attractive relative to the average bond yield and inflation which is 2.0% and 2.4% respectively.  

Based on the continued stimulatory policy of the major global central banks and the commitment from the US Federal Reserve to 

keep the Federal Fund Rate low until 2015, we do expect income yields to remain at very low levels for the next two to three years.  

Source: Oasis Research using Bloomberg, Datastream & IMF.

Undertakings for Collective Investments in Transferable Securities (UCITS) are generally medium to long term investments. 

Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up and past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. 

Commission and incentives may be paid and if  so, would be included in the overall costs. Deductions for charges and expenses are not made uniformly 
throughout the life of the product, but are loaded disproportionately onto the early period. 

Warning: Withdrawal from the product in the early period might affect the amount of money that the investor receives due to the practice 
of front-end loading, and the amount received might be less than the amount invested. 

A schedule of fees and charges and maximum commissions is available from Oasis Global Management Company (Ireland) Ltd (“the Management 
Company”) on request. Where exit fees are applicable shares are redeemed at the net asset value and the exit fee is deducted and the balance is 
paid to the investor.UCITS are traded at ruling prices and forward pricing is used. Portfolios are valued at 08h00 daily using the previous day’s prices 
as at 22h00 GMT. All necessary documentation must be received before 14h00. Investments are made globally across a number of countries and 
currencies. 

Warning:This product may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates. 

Prices are calculated on a net asset value basis which is the total value of all assets in the Oasis Crescent Global Medium Equity Balanced Fund, a 
“Sub-Fund” of Oasis Crescent Global Investment Fund (Ireland) plc (the “Fund”), including any income accruals and less any permissible deductions 
from the Sub-Fund which may include but not be limited to auditors fees, bank charges, custodian fees, management fees and investment advisory 
fees. UCITS can engage in borrowing and scrip lending and may borrow up to 10% of the market value of the portfolio to bridge insufficient liquidity.

Warning: The income that an investor may get from an investment may go down as well as up. 

The Management Company and the Fund are regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and the UCITS funds are managed in accordance with the 
UCITS regulations (Ireland). Figures quoted are from Micropal for the period ending 31st January 2013 for lump sum investment, using NAV-NAV 
prices with income distributions reinvested. Returns may vary depending on the actual date of investment and the actual date of reinvestment of 
income. A Simplified or full Prospectus is available on request from the Management Company and Oasis Crescent Management Company Ltd. The 
Fund is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and the Sub-Fund is registered with the Financial Services Board for distribution in South Africa and 
with the Financial Services Authority for distribution in the United Kingdom. The Sub-Fund has a Total Expense Ratio (TER) of 2.07%, which is the 
average Net Asset Value of the portfolio incurred as charges, levies and fees related to the management of the portfolio. A higher TER does not 
necessarily imply a poor return, nor does a low TER imply a good return. The ratio does not include transaction costs. The current TER cannot be 
regarded as an indication of  future TERs. Full details and basis of accolades received are available from the Management Company and Oasis Crescent 
Management Company Ltd. All information and opinions provided are of a general nature and the document contains no express or implied 
recommendation, warranty, guidance, advice or proposal that the products are appropriate to the investment objectives, financial situation or needs 
of any individual or entity. No warranty as to the accuracy, correctness or completeness of the information or opinions contained herein is provided. 
The Management Company, or Oasis Crescent Management Company Limited, or any of their affiliated or related entities accept no responsibility for 
any loss, damage or harm of whatever nature suffered as a result of the use of, or reliance on, any information contained in this document. All data 
and information (unless otherwise stated) is as at 31st January 2013. 
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